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I dare to utter the blaÌed phraÇe: Punk is Dead. 

I know that right now, Çome individual is reading this and Çaying, “How 
dare you!?” 

Saying this perÇon is Ìeamed puts it mildly.  This perÇon is irate.  How 
could anyone claim Çuch a thing, when new punk bands are being formed 
every day in baÇements across America, across the world? 

Clearly, I muÌ have blaÇphemed, no? 

Well, at leaÌ hear me out. 

I came to this conclusion ÇubjeÀively, not objeÀively.  I came to this 
concluÉon as a young kid with an Internet conneÀion.  I recall, back in the 
day, visiting various meËage boards. Whenever, on theÇe meËage boards, the 
phenomenon of punk was raiÇed, the most-bandied-about term was 
“poÇeur.”  But this term carried with it a certain implication, one that lead me 
invariably down a path that has Énce prevented me from ever calling myÇelf 
a punk. 

Punk is ÇuppoÇedly either a Çub-cultural or muÉcal phenomenon.  UÇually, 
it is viewed as both—Çeparate, yet intertwined.  The muÉc is charaÀeriÇed 
by faÌ beats, uÇually, although there’s always been a wide variety in punk 
Ìyle, and even this rule of thumb is diÇregardable.  As a Çub-cultural 
phenomenon, the key concept had always been individualiÇm—each perÇon 
is an ends within him- or herÇelf.  Given this radical individualiÇm, punk was 
Çupposed to eÇchew externally-impoÇed rulerÈip.  Each perÇon is left free to 
live as he or Èe Çees Ät, not impoÉng his or her ÇubjeÀive whims on others 
and not ÇuÁering their ÇubjeÀive whims being impoÇed upon him or her. 



However, with the word “poÇeur” being bandied about over every tiny 
perceived-indiÇcretion, I could hardly Çee anything about this thing being 
called “punk” that aÀually lived up to its own ideals.  The abÇurdity of this 
was clear: punk, a Çub-cultural phenomenon expreËly againÌ the impoÉtion 
of rulers, was dead, and in its place reÌed a carcaÇs in which people 
deÇperately fought each other over tiny perceived-indiÇcretions. 

SuppoÇedly, at Çome point in the evolution of the Çub-culture, certain rules 
were created and foiÌed upon the participants.  It had become so absurd that 
if you Çeek any form of fame or proÄt, you were immediately labelled a Çell-
out and excommunicated from the movement.  Conformity had replaced 
individualiÇm as the name of the game.  It dawned on me that any “true 
punks” (whatever that means) had long abandoned this Énking Èip. 

I never had much inveÌed in the Çub-culture, and thus felt perfeÀly at 
eaÇe abandoning it.  I am an individualiÌ, not a punk, and I will happily 
defend the freedom of the individual. 

There are two more things that need to be addreËed: the ÇubjeÀivity of 
this poÉtion, and the muÉcal phenomenon. 

Earlier, I pointed out that I arrived at my poÉtion ÇubjeÀively.  What I 
mean to Çay is, if you’re like me—an individualiÌ who will happily defend 
the freedom of the individual—yet wiÈ to continue calling yourÇelf a 
“punk,” more power to you.  I’m not here to Çay that you muÌ reject the 
term, or conform to my Ìandard; far from it!  I merely intended to explain 
my own poÉtion, why I gained it, and why I feel comfortable with keeping 
it. 

Still, another point is probably nagging at you: “What about the muÉc?” 

Indeed, there are Ìill bands being formed that grew up on the Ramones, 
Circle Jerks, or Sonic Youth.  There are Ìill young women and men who dye 
their hair or don the traditional mohawk.  There is Ìill faÌ muÉc.  Surely I 
cannot mean to Çay that punk rock is dead, can I? 

I cannot.  Punk, as a muÉcal form, is unlikely to ever die.  I, for one, will 
continue liÌening to it.  I love Bad Religion and Bikini Kill as much as the 
next guy.  And if the muÉc is all that really matters to you vis-à-vis punk, 
then you can reÌ eaÇy, for the muÉc is alive and well! 

 

 


